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Abstract—Automated feature selection is important for text categorization to reduce the feature size and to speed up the learning
process of classifiers. In this paper, we present a novel and efficient feature selection framework based on the Information
Theory, which aims to rank the features with their discriminative capacity for classification. We first revisit two information
measures: Kullback-Leibler divergence and Jeffreys divergence for binary hypothesis testing, and analyze their asymptotic
properties relating to type I and type II errors of a Bayesian classifier. We then introduce a new divergence measure, called
Jeffreys-Multi-Hypothesis (JMH) divergence, to measure multi-distribution divergence for multi-class classification. Based on the
JMH-divergence, we develop two efficient feature selection methods, termed maximum discrimination (MD) and MD − χ2

methods, for text categorization. The promising results of extensive experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
approaches.

Index Terms—Feature selection, text categorization, Kullback-Leibler divergence, Jeffreys divergence, Jeffreys-Multi-Hypothesis
divergence
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1 INTRODUCTION

W ITH the increasing availability of text docu-
ments in electronic form, it is of great im-

portance to label the contents with a predefined set
of thematic categories in an automatic way, what
is also known as automated Text Categorization. In
last decades, a growing number of advanced ma-
chine learning algorithms have been developed to
address this challenging task by formulating it as a
classification problem [1] [2] [3] [4] [5]. Commonly,
an automatic text classifier is built with a learning
process from a set of prelabeled documents.

Documents need to be represented in a way that
is suitable for a general learning process. The most
widely used representation is “the bag of words”: a
document is represented by a vector of features, each
of which corresponds to a term or a phrase in a vocab-
ulary collected from a particular data set. The value of
each feature element represents the importance of the
term in the document, according to a specific feature
measurement.

A big challenge in text categorization is the learning
from high dimensional data. On one hand, tens and
hundreds of thousands terms in a document may
lead to a high computational burden for the learn-
ing process. On the other hand, some irrelevant and
redundant features may hurt predictive performance
of classifiers for text categorization. To avoid the issue
of the “curse of dimensionality” and to speed up the
learning process, it is necessary to perform feature
reduction to reduce feature size.
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A common feature reduction approach for text cat-
egorization is feature selection that this paper con-
centrates on, where only a subset of original features
are selected as input to the learning algorithms. In
last decades, a number of feature selection methods
have been proposed, which can be usually catego-
rized into the following two types of approach: the
filter approach and the wrapper approach [6]. The
filter approach selects feature subsets based on the
general characteristics of the data without involving
the learning algorithms that will use the selected
features. A score indicating the “importance” of the
term is assigned to each individual feature based on
an independent evaluation criterion, such as distance
measure, entropy measure, dependency measure and
consistency measure. Hence, the filter approach only
selects a number of top ranked features and ignores
the rest. Alternatively, the wrapper approach greedily
searches for better features with an evaluation crite-
rion based on the same learning algorithm. Although
it has been shown that the wrapper approach usually
performs better than the filter approach, it has much
more computational cost than the filter approach,
which sometimes makes it impractical.

Typically, the filter approach is predominantly used
in text categorization because of its simplicity and
efficiency. However, the filter approach evaluates the
goodness of a feature by only exploiting the intrinsic
characteristics of the training data without consider-
ing the learning algorithm for discrimination, which
may lead to an undesired classification performance.
Given a specific learning algorithm, it is hard to
determine which filter feature selection approach is
the best for discrimination.

In this paper, we present a feature selection method
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which ranks the original features, aiming to maximize
the discriminative performance for text categorization,
when naive Bayes classifiers are used as learning
algorithms. Unlike the existing filter approaches, our
method evaluates the goodness of a feature without
training a classifier explicitly, and selects these fea-
tures that offer maximum discrimination in terms of
a new divergence measure. Specifically, the contribu-
tions of this paper are as follows:

1. We introduce a new divergence measure for
multi-class classification by extending the
J-divergence measure, termed Jeffreys-Multi-
Hypothesis divergence (JMH-divergence).

2. We propose an efficient approach to rank the
order of features to approximately produce the
maximum JMH divergence. The theoretical anal-
ysis shows that the JMH divergence is monotoni-
cally increasing when more features are selected.

3. We analyze the asymptotic distribution of the
proposed test statistic, which leads to the χ2

distribution. By doing so, we introduce another
simple and effective feature ranking approach
by maximizing the noncentrality measurement of
the noncentral χ2 distribution.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we introduce the previous work on naive
Bayes classifiers and feature selection techniques for
automatic text categorization. In Section 3, we present
the theoretical framework of feature selection using
the information measures. In Section 4, we introduce
two efficient feature selection approaches in naive
Bayes classifiers for text categorization. Experimental
results are given in Section 5 along with the per-
formance analysis compared with the state-of-the-art
methods. A conclusion and future work discussion are
given in Section 6.

2 PREVIOUS WORK

2.1 Document Representation
In text categorization, each document is commonly
represented by the model of the “bag-of-words” with
a M × 1 feature vector D : d = [x1, x2, · · · , xM ]T .
The i-th element xi corresponds to the measure of the
i-th term (“word”) in a vocabulary or a dictionary.
For a given data set, we first generate the vocabulary
with a set of M unique terms from all documents.
Then, for each document, a feature vector can be
formed by using various feature models. Typically,
the value of a feature represents the information
about this particular term in a document. Two feature
models have been widely used. The first one is the
binary feature model in which the feature takes value
either 0 or 1 corresponding to the presence or the
absence of a particular term in the document. The
distribution of such binary feature for each class can
be usually modeled by a Bernoulli distribution. The
other one is multi-value feature model in which the

feature takes values in {0, 1, · · · } corresponding to the
number of occurrences of a particular term in the
document, and thus it is also called term frequency
(TF). The distribution of TF for each class can be
usually modeled by a multinomial distribution model.
We note here that several other feature models also
exist in literature, such as normalized term frequency
and inverse document frequency (tf-idf) [7] and prob-
abilistic structure representation [8]. Recent work in
learning vector representations of words using neu-
ral networks have shown superior performance in
classification and clustering [9] [10] [11] [12], where
both the ordering and semantics of the words are
considered.

2.2 Naive Bayes

Naive Bayes classifier has been widely used for text
categorization due to its simplicity and efficiency [13]
[14] [15]. It is a model-based classification method
and offers competitive classification performance for
text categorization compared with other data-driven
classification methods [16] [17] [18] [19], such as neu-
ral network, support vector machine (SVM), logistic
regression, and k-nearest neighbors. The naive Bayes
applies the Bayes’ theorem with the “naive” assump-
tion that any pair of features are independent for a
given class. The classification decision is made based
upon the maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) rule. Usually,
three distribution models, including Bernoulli model,
multinomial model and Poisson model, have com-
monly been incorporated into the Bayesian frame-
work and have resulted in classifiers of Bernoulli
naive Bayes (BNB), multinomial naive Bayes (MNB)
and Poisson naive Bayes (PNB), respectively.

Extensive experiments on real-life benchmarks have
shown that the MNB usually outperforms the BNB at
large vocabulary size [20]. Similar conclusions have
been drawn in [3] [21] [22]. It has also been shown
that the PNB is equivalent to the MNB, if the docu-
ment length and document class are assumed to be
independent [21]. For this reason, the naive Bayes
usually refers to the MNB classifier. In this paper,
we concentrate on the formulation of the proposed
feature selection method for the MNB classifier. The
methods can be easily extended to BNB and PNB
classifiers.

MNB would be one of the best-known naive Bayes
classification approaches using the term frequency
to represent the document. Considering a text cat-
egorization problem with N classes (“topics”), let c
be the discrete variable of class label taking values
in {1, 2, · · · , N}, and x be the integer-valued feature
vector corresponding to the term frequency. The MNB
classifier assumes that the number of times that each
term appears in the document satisfies a multinomial
distribution [13] [20]. In other words, a document with
l terms is considered as l independent trials, and each
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term is the result of a trial exactly falling into the
vocabulary. Let the vocabulary size be M , and then
each documents is represented by a M × 1 feature
vector.

Hence, given a document D, we first count the
number of times that each term appears and generate
a feature vector d = [x1, x2, · · · , xM ]T . According to
the multinomial distribution, the likelihood of ob-
serving d conditioned on the class label c and the
document length l can be calculated as follows:

p(d|c, l;θm
c ) =

l

x1!x2! · · ·xM !

M∏
i=1

pxi
ic (1)

where l =
∑M

m=1 xm, and θm
c = [p1c, p2c, · · · , pMc]

T

is a parameter vector, each of which denotes the
probability that the term of a trial falls into one of
M categories, so that pic ≥ 0 for i = 1, 2, · · · ,M and
p1c + p2c + · · ·+ pMc = 1. Using the MLE method, the
estimate of each term probability p̂ic is given by

p̂ic =
lic
lc

(2)

where lic is the number of times the i-th term appears
among documents in class c, and lc is the total number
of terms in class c. To avoid the zero probability issue,
the technique of “Laplace smoothing” or the prior
information for probability pic is usually applied [23],
which leads to

p̂ic =
lic + β1
lc + β2

(3)

where β1 and β2 are the constant smoothing parame-
ters. Using the Laplacean prior, we prime each word’s
count with a count of one and have β1 = 1 and
β2 = M [20] [21].

Note that the document length l is commonly as-
sumed to be independent on the document class to
simplify the naive Bayes classification rule, that is,
we have p(d|c, l) = p(d|c) and p(c|d, l) = p(c|d)
for likelihood and posterior probability, respectively.
Otherwise, it leads to a more general formulation of
the posterior probability for classification, which is
given by

p(c|d, l) = p(d, l|c)p(c)
= p(d|c, l)p(l|c)p(c) (4)

where the class-wise document length information
p(l|c) is incorporated in a Bayesian fashion. The docu-
ment length information sometimes may be useful for
making classification decisions, e.g., when the class-
wise document length distributions are different, but
it requires the estimate of p(l|c) for a given data
set. We will follow the common assumption that the
document length is constant in our experiments, i.e.,
p(d|c) = p(d|c, l), and note that the solutions of our
feature selection methods do not change with and
without this assumption.

In naive Bayes classifiers, given a new document
Dt to be classified, we first generate its feature vector
dt and apply the following decision rule to make a
classification:

c∗ = arg max
c∈{1,2,··· ,N}

p(c|dt;θc)

∝ arg max
c∈{1,2,··· ,N}

p(dt|c;θc)p(c)

∝ arg max
c∈{1,2,··· ,N}

log p(dt|c;θc) + log p(c) (5)

The likelihood probability p(dt|c;θc) could be a spe-
cific model-based distribution. Here, for MNB clas-
sifier, the probability distributions p(dt|c;θc) for i =
1, 2, · · · , N , are the multinomial distributions given by
Eq. (1).

2.3 Feature Selection
Feature selection, also called term selection, is a
widely adopted approach for dimensionality reduc-
tion in text categorization. Given a predetermined in-
teger r, the number of terms to be selected, the feature
selection approach attempts to select r out of M terms
in the original vocabulary. Yang and Pedersen [17]
have shown that the employment of feature selection
can remove 98% unique terms without hurting the
classification performance too much, and thus feature
selection can greatly reduce the computational burden
for classification.

In [24], Kohavi and John have used a so-called
wrapper feature selection approach in which a feature
is either added or removed at one step towards the
optimal feature subset selection. When a new feature
set is generated, the classifier is re-trained with new
features and it is further tested on a validation set.
This approach has the advantage of searching the
feature space in a greedy way and is always able
to find a better feature subset in a sense of an im-
proved classification performance. However, the high
computational cost makes it prohibitive for practical
text categorization applications.

The alternative and popular one is the filter ap-
proach, in which each feature is assigned with a score
based on its importance measure and only the top
ranked features with the highest scores are kept. The
advantage of this approach is its easy implementation
with low computational cost. In the rest of this section,
we describe several state-of-the-art measures that are
widely used in text categorization.

Document frequency, the number of documents in
which a term occurs is a simple and effective fea-
ture selection approach. It removes from the original
feature space the rare terms that are considered as
non-informative for classification. The effectiveness
of this approach also inspired researchers in their
experiments to remove all the terms that occur no
more than a times (a usually ranges from 1 to 3) in
the training set as a preprocessing stage. By doing
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so, tens of hundreds rare features can be removed
before the step of feature selection. TF-IDF measure
considers both term frequency and inverse document
frequency to calculate the importance of features [25].
More recently, a generalized TF-IDF measure [26] is
proposed by considering different level of hierarchies
among words to effectively analyze tweet user behav-
iors.

Many other filter approaches are based on the in-
formation theory measures, including mutual infor-
mation, information gain, relevancy score, chi-square
statistic, odds ratio, expected cross entropy for text,
GSS coefficient, to name a few. We describe some of
these measures below.

Mutual information (MI) measures the mutual de-
pendency of two variables. For a term tk and a
category ci, the MI measure between tk and ci is
defined to be

MI(tk, ci) = log
p(tk, ci)

p(tk)p(ci)
(6)

where p(tk, ci) denotes the probability that the term tk
appears in a document and this document belongs to
the category ci, p(tk) is the probability that the term
tk appears in a document, and p(ci) is the probability
that a document belongs to the category ci. One can
see that MI(tk, ci) is zero if tk and ci is indepen-
dent, i.e., the term tk is useless for discriminating the
documents belonging to the category ci. In [27], an
expected cross entropy for text (CET) is proposed as

CET (tk, ci) = p(tk, ci) log
p(tk, ci)

p(tk)p(ci)
(7)

Information gain (IG) [17] [28] measures the informa-
tion if one knows the presence or absence of a term
in a document, which is defined as

IG(tk, ci) = p(tk, ci) log
p(tk, c)

p(tk)p(c)
+ p(t̄k, ci) log

p(t̄k, c)

p(t̄k)p(c)
(8)

where p(t̄k, ci) denotes the probability that the term
tk does not appear in a document and this document
belongs to the category ci, p(t̄k) is the probability that
the term tk does not appear in a document. Unlike
the MI criterion, the IG criterion is less influenced by
the low frequency terms and usually performs much
better than the MI criterion [17].

Chi-square statistic is proposed in [17] to measure
the lack of independence between the term tk and the
category ci, which is modeled by a Chi-square (χ2)
distribution. By considering the negative evidence of
term in a document, a general χ2 statistic measure is
defined as

Chi(tk, ci) =
[p(tk, ci)p(t̄k, c̄i)− p(tk, c̄i)p(t̄k, ci)]2

p(tk, ci)p(tk, c̄i)p(t̄k, ci)p(t̄k, c̄i)
(9)

where the document space is divided into two cat-
egories, ci and its complement c̄i that pools all the
remaining categories, p(t̄k, c̄i) denotes the probability

that the term tk does not appear in a document and
also this document does not belong to the category
ci, and p(tk, c̄i) denotes the probability that the term
tk appears in a document but this document does not
belong to the category ci.

A modified measure termed GSS coefficient using
negative evidence is proposed by Galavotti et al. in
[29], which is defined as

GSS(tk, ci) = p(tk, ci)p(t̄k, c̄i)− p(tk, c̄i)p(t̄k, ci) (10)

It has been shown that this measure outperforms the
original chi-square measure on several data sets [29].

Notice that almost all of these filter approaches
based on the information theory measures use binary
variables, e.g., the presence (tk) or the absence (t̄k) of
a term in a document, and a document belonging to
a category (ci) or not (c̄i). Unlike these existing filter
approaches, our proposed approaches make use of the
term occurrence to measure the term importance in
the document, and hence more richer information is
contained. Meanwhile, these existing filter approaches
rank the features by only exploring the intrinsic char-
acteristics of data based on the feature relevancy
without considering their discriminative information
in classifiers. It is difficult to select an optimal feature
subset for discrimination in a theoretical way. In this
paper, our new feature selection approaches are able
to involve the learning algorithm by maximizing its
discriminative capacity.

3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF FEATURE
SELECTION

We follow the Information Theory to select feature
subsets that have maximum discriminative capacity
for distinguishing the samples among two or more
classes. We first introduce some concepts on infor-
mation measures for binary hypothesis testing (also
known as “two-class” classification) and present a
new divergence measure for multiple hypothesis test-
ing (i.e., for “multi-class” classification).

3.1 Divergence Measures for Binary Hypothesis
Testing

Considering a two-class classification problem first,
each class is represented by a particular distribu-
tion, saying P1 = p(x|c1;θ1) for class c1 and P2 =
p(x|c2;θ2) for class c2. A test procedure for classifica-
tion can be considered as a binary hypothesis testing
such that if a sample is drawn from P1 we accept
the hypothesis H1 (reject the hypothesis H2), and
if a sample is drawn from P2 we accept H2 (reject
H1). In other words, we have p(x|c1) = p(x|H1) and
p(x|c2) = p(x|H2), and we also denote p(x|Hi) as the
class conditional probability distribution in the rest of
paper.
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According to the Information Theory [30] [31], we
define the KL-divergence KL(P1, P2) between two
probability distributions (from P1 to P2) as

KL(P1, P2) =

∫
x

p(x|H1) log
p(x|H1)

p(x|H2)
dx

= Ep1

[
log

p(x|H1)

p(x|H2)

]
(11)

where Ep1
[x] denotes the expectation of x with respect

to the probability distribution P1. Specifically, it is
easy to obtain the KL-divergence measure between
two discrete distributions that are commonly used in
text categorization. According to Eq. (1) and Eq. (11),
the KL-divergence between two multinomial distribu-
tions Pm

1 and Pm
2 is given by

KL(Pm
1 , P

m
2 ) =

M∑
i=1

pi1 log
pi1
pi2

(12)

where 0 ≤ pic ≤ 1 and
∑M

i=1 pic = 1 for i =
1, 2, · · · ,M , c = 1, 2.

Under the MAP rule in Eq. (5), we would classify
the sample x into class c1, i.e., accept H1, if

log p(x|H1) + log p(H1) > log(x|H2) + p(H2)

⇒ log
p(x|H1)

p(x|H2)
> − log

p(H1)

p(H2)
= γ (13)

The logarithm of the likelihood ratio, log p(x|H1)
p(x|H2)

, mea-
sures the information of the observation x for dis-
crimination in favor of H1 against H2 [30]. From the
definition of the KL-divergence measure in Eq. (11),
then KL(P1, P2) indicates the mean information for
discrimination in favor of H1 against H2.

Taking the expectation with respect to the distri-
bution P1 in Eq. (13) (i.e., considering all possible
observations drawn from P1), we have

KL(P1, P2) > γ (14)

which also illustrates that KL(P1, P2) is an indicator
of a Bayesian classifier’s discriminative capacity for
discriminating the observation from class c1 in favor
of H1 against H2. With the extension of the central
limit theorem, Chernoff in [32] showed that, for a
large number of observations, the type I error α∗, the
probability of incorrectly accepting H1, asymptotically
has

lim
n→∞

log
1

α∗
= lim

n→∞
KL(P1, P2;On) (15)

where On denotes n independent observations. It
has been said that a larger value of KL-divergence
indicates a lower type I error when there are infinite
number of observations.

Note that the KL-divergence measure is not sym-
metric. Alternatively, the KL-divergence KL(P2, P1)
indicates a Bayesian classifier’s discriminative capac-
ity for discriminating the observation from class c2 in
favor of H2 against H1. Similarly, under the MAP rule

in Eq. (5), considering all the observation drawn from
class c2, we have

KL(P2, P1) > −γ (16)

For a large number of observations, the type II error
β∗, the probability of incorrectly accepting H2, can be
given by

lim
n→∞

log
1

β∗
= lim

n→∞
KL(P2, P1;On) (17)

To minimize both type I error and type II errors
in an asymptotic way, the Jeffreys divergence (J-
divergence) can be used, which is defined by [33]

J (P1, P2) = KL(P1, P2) +KL(P2, P1) (18)

By combining Eq. (14) and Eq. (16), we have

KL(P1, P2) > γ > −KL(P2, P1) (19)

Because

KL(P1, P2) ≥ 0, KL(P2, P1) ≥ 0 (20)

a larger J (P1, P2) may lead to a smaller type I and
type II error asymptotically. It is known that the
J-divergence is able to measure the difficulty and
capacity of discriminating between H1 and H2 [30]
[32] [33].

The purpose of feature selection is to determine
the most informative features which lead to the best
prediction performance. Hence, it is natural to select
those features that have the maximum discriminative
capacity for classification, by minimizing the classi-
fication error (i.e., maximizing the KL-divergence or
the J-divergence). However, the J-divergence is only
defined for binary hypothesis. We next extend the J-
divergence for multiple hypothesis testing (i.e., multi-
class classification).

3.2 Jeffreys-Multi-Hypothesis Divergence
The Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence [34] is the one
that can be used to measure multi-distribution diver-
gence, in which the divergences of each individual
distribution with a reference distribution are calcu-
lated and summed together. Unlike the J-divergence,
the measure of discrimination capacity may not hold.
In [35], Sawyer presents a variant of J-divergence
with a variance-covariance matrix for multiple com-
parisons of separate hypotheses. Here, we first gen-
eralize the J-divergence to a multi-distribution using
the scheme of “one-vs-all” [36], which is defined as
follows:

Definition 1: Let P = {P1, P2, · · · , PN} be the set
of N distributions. The Jeffreys-Multi-Hypothesis (JMH)
divergence, denoted by JMH(P1, P2, · · · , PN ), is defined
to be

JMH(P1, P2, · · · , PN ) =
N∑
i=1

KL(Pi, P̄i) (21)
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where P̄i is the combination of all remaining N − 1

distributions P̄i =
∑N

k=1,k 6=i πkiPk, and πki are the prior
coefficients.

Similar to the “one-vs-all” strategy for multi-class
classification problem, we build N binary hypothesis
testing detectors, each of which discriminates the sam-
ples in favor of Pi against P̄i which is the complement
of Pi. In each detector, P̄i is represented by a mixture
distribution over all the remaining N − 1 classes with
the coefficients πki which are given by

πki =
pck∑N

m=1,m6=i pcm
(22)

where pcm is the prior probability of class cm. Since
the KL-divergence of each detector is the measure of
its discriminative capacity for discrimination, the new
multi-distribution divergence is able to measure the
discrimination capacity over all classes. Specifically,
when N = 2, we have JMH(P1, P2) = J (P1, P2).

Note that, since the JMH divergence is the sum
of multiple J-divergences, it holds most properties
of J-divergence. For example, JMH divergence is al-
most positive definite, i.e., JMH(P1, P2, · · · , PN ) ≥
0, with equality if and only if p1m = p2m =
· · · = pNm, m = 1, 2, · · · ,M . Also it is a sym-
metric measure, that is, JMH(· · · , Pi, · · · , Pk, · · · ) =
JMH(· · · , Pk, · · · , Pi, · · · ).

4 SELECTING THE MAXIMUM DISCRIMINA-
TIVE FEATURES

4.1 A Greedy Feature Selection Approach
We consider a binary (two-class) classification prob-
lem first and extend our feature selection method
to a general multi-class classification problem later.
Unlike those existing feature selection methods which
compute the score (“importance”) of features based
on the feature relevance to class, our goal is to select
the features that offer the maximum discrimination
for classification. By doing so, one can expect an
improved classification performance for text catego-
rization.

For a two-class classification problem, we know that
the J-divergence indicates the discriminative capacity
of discriminating two classes data under the MAP
rule. Hence, we formulate the feature selection prob-
lem as follows: given a set of M features B where
|B| = M and a predetermined integer r, the number
of features to be selected, we aim to find the most r
discriminative features B∗r ⊂ B where |B∗| = r, such
that,

B∗r = arg max
Br⊂B

J (P1, P2|Br)

= arg max
Br⊂B

KL(P1, P2|Br) +KL(P2, P1|Br) (23)

where J (·, ·|Br) and KL(·, ·|Br) are the J-divergence
and KL-divergence, respectively, when a subset of

features Br ⊂ B are considered. This problem is also
known as a NP-hard problem, if one examines each

of
(
M
r

)
combinations, which is intractable partic-

ularly for a high dimensional data set. Meanwhile,
in practice, we need to examine various r values to
evaluate the classification performance using those
selected r features. Hence, it is necessary to assign
an importance score to each feature and rank the
features.

Here, we start to propose a greedy approach to rank
the features according to their discriminative capacity
for naive Bayes. This approach starts to determine
which feature of the M features produces the max-
imum JMH-divergence if only one single feature is
used for classification. To determine the most discr-
minative feature, for each feature xi, i = 1, 2, · · · ,M ,
we build two variables: xi and x̄i, where xi is the
original i-th feature and x̄i is the pool of all the
remaining M−1 features with parameters p̄kic. We use
the superscript number k to indicate the k-th step of
our greedy approach (e.g., k = 1 here). We have

p̄1i1 =
M∑

m=1,m6=i

pm1 = 1− pi1

p̄1i2 =
M∑

m=1,m6=i

pm2 = 1− pi2 (24)

We denote the distributions of these two variables for
class 1 and class 2 by P 1

i1 and P 1
i2, respectively. Note

that P 1
i1 and P 1

i2 also satisfy multinomial distribution
but with different parameters. Then, we calculate the
J-divergence between P 1

i1 and P 1
i2 as J 1

i (P 1
i1, P

1
i2) =

KL(P 1
i1, P

1
i2)+KL(P 1

i2, P
1
i1) with Eq. (12). At the end of

the 1st step, we obtain M J-divergences J 1
i (P i

i1, P
i
i2)

for i = 1, 2, · · · ,M , and choose the first feature in-
dexed by s1 that leads to the maximum J-divergence,
that is,

s1 = arg max
i=1,2,··· ,M

J1
i (P 1

i1, P
1
i2) (25)

Then, we fix the first feature s1 and repeat the
process over the remaining features. Specifically, at
the k-th step to select the k-th feature, let Sk−1 =
{s1, s2, · · · , sk−1} be the feature index set which are
selected from the previous k−1 steps. Again, for each
individual feature xi, i = 1, 2, · · · ,M , i /∈ Sk−1, we
form k + 1 variables: xs1 , xs2 , · · · , xsk−1

, xi, x̄i, where
the first k variables are the original features and the
last variable x̄i is the pool of all remaining M − k
features with parameters p̄kic for two classes (c = 1, 2).
We have

p̄ki1 = 1− pi1 −
∑

m∈Sk−1

pm1

p̄ki2 = 1− pi2 −
∑

m∈Sk−1

pm2 (26)
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Algorithm 1: A Greedy Feature Selection Algo-
rithm Based on the Maximum J-Divergence for
Two-class Classification

INPUT:
• The estimated probabilities of M features:

θi = [p1c, p2c, · · · , pMc], c = 1, 2 for two classes;
• The ranked feature index set: S = ∅.
• The full index set: Sa = {1, 2, · · · ,M}

ALGORITHM:
for k = 1 : M do

foreach i ∈ Sa ∩ S̄ do
1. Form k + 1 variables: xs1 , xs2 , · · · , xsk−1

,
xi and x̄i, and denote P k

i1 and P k
i2 for class

1 and 2 distribution, respectively;
2. Calculate J-divergence Jk

i (P k
i1, P

k
i2)

between P k
i1 and P k

i2;
end
3. sk: select the feature using Eq. (27);
4. S = S ∪ sk;

end
OUTPUT:
• A ranked feature index set: S = {s1, s2, · · · , sM}.

Denote the distributions of these variables for class 1
and class 2 at the k-th step by P k

i1 and P k
i2, respectively.

At the k-th step, we choose the feature indexed by sk
with the following maximum J-divergences:

sk = arg max
i=1,2,··· ,M,i/∈Sk−1

Jk
i (P k

i1, P
k
i2) (27)

Hence, at the end of of the M -th step, a ranked
feature index set SM = {s1, s2, · · · , sM} is produced.
The implementation of this greedy feature selection
approach based on the maximum J-divergence for
two-class classification is given in Algorithm 1.

Theorem 1: The maximum J-divergences Jsk for k =
1, 2, · · · ,M in Algorithm 1 monotonically increases, i.e.,

J k+1
sk+1

(P k+1
sk+11

, P k+1
sk+12

) ≥ J k
sk

(P k
sk1
, P k

sk2
) (28)

The proof of Theorem 1 is provided in our Sup-
plemental Material. This theorem indicates that the
discriminative capacity increases when more features
are used for classification, under the assumption that
the term occurrence of a document satisfies a particu-
lar multinomial distribution. Note that the proposed
greedy feature selection algorithm makes a locally
optimal choice at each step to approximate the global
optimal solution of Eq. (23), by selecting a feature
with the maximum discriminative capacity for clas-
sification. The significance of this algorithm is that it
starts at the best first feature and towards the optimal
solution.

This greedy approach can be considered as a wrap-
per approach. However, unlike those existing wrapper
approaches, this greedy approach does not need to

evaluate the classification performance on a valida-
tion data set through retraining the classifier when
a new feature is generated, because a closed form
of KL-divergence is given in Eq. (12) to measure the
discriminative capacity of MNB classifiers.

However, this greedy approach still has the com-
putational complexity of O(M2/2), which leads to a
heavy computational load for a high-dimensional data
set. Next, we provide a more efficient feature selection
approach for text categorization.

4.2 An Efficient Feature Selection Approach

In Algorithm 1, the best one single feature is selected
at the first step, providing an optimal starting point
to approximate the optimal solution. At this step, we
rank the J-divergences over all features, which are
given by

J1
e1(P 1

e11, P
1
e12) ≥ J1

e2(P 1
e21, P

1
e22) ≥ · · · ≥ J1

eM (P 1
eM1, P

1
eM2)

(29)

where ei denotes the feature index and we know e1 is
s1 which is given by Eq. (25) in Algorithm 1. Looking
at the first two J-divergences in Eq. (29), we have

pe11 log
pe11
pe12

+ (1− pe11) log
1− pe11
1− pe12

≥ pe21 log
pe21
pe22

+ (1− pe21) log
1− pe21
1− pe22

(30)

Since one single term probability is very small in
practice, i.e., pi1 � 1 for i = 1, 2, · · · ,M , the term
log 1−pi1

1−pi2
would be very close to zeros, and then Eq.

(30) may lead to

pe11 log
pe11
pe12

≥ pe21 log
pe21
pe22

(31)

At the second step in Algorithm 1, the feature e2 is
usually selected due to the fact that log

1−pe11−pe21

1−pe12−pe22
≈

0. That is because, according to Eq. (31), we have

pe11 log
pe11
pe12

+ pe21 log
pe21
pe22

≥ pe11 log
pe11
pe12

+ pj1 log
pj1
pj2

(32)

for j = 1, 2, · · · ,M , j 6= e1, e2.
Therefore, instead of doing a greedy search, an

efficient way is to use the ranked feature index set
E = {e1, e2, · · · , eM} in Eq. (29). We summarize this
efficient feature selection algorithm in Algorithm 2.
Compared to the Algorithm 1, the proposed approach
is much more efficient as each feature score is calcu-
lated once, and it has the computational complexity
of O(M). This efficient approach evaluates the “im-
portance” of each individual feature by measuring its
discriminative capacity, when only one single feature
is used for classification. We note that the Theorem
1 is also satisfied for this efficient approach, i.e., the
J-divergence measure increases as more features are
selected. Meanwhile, we also note that the features
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Algorithm 2: An Efficient Feature Selection Al-
gorithm Based on the Maximum J-Divergence for
Two-class Classification
INPUT:
• The estimated probabilities of M features:

θi = [p1c, p2c, · · · , pMc], c = 1, 2 for two classes;
ALGORITHM:
for i = 1 : M do

1. Form two variables: xi and x̄i, and denote
Pi1 and Pi2 for class 1 and 2 distribution,
respectively;
2. Calculate J-divergence Ji(Pi1, Pi2) between
Pi1 and Pi2 using Eq. (12) as score for the i-th
feature;

end
3. Sort the feature scores in a descend way:
Je1 > Je2 > · · · > JeM .
OUTPUT:
• A ranked feature index set: E = {e1, e2, · · · , eM}.

selected in Algorithm 2, are not necessarily the same
as ones selected in Algorithm 1, as one can see, for
example, that Eq. (31) and Eq. (32) approximately hold
for the first and second feature selection. Considering
the first feature selection as an example, this approx-
imation depends on the value of ∆ defined as

∆ = (1− pe21) log
1− pe21
1− pe22

−(1− pe11) log
1− pe11
1− pe12

(33)

More precisely, given e1 is selected as the first feature
in Algorithm 2, e1 also ranks first in Algorithm 1 if
and only if the following condition holds:

∆ ≤ pe11 log
pe11
pe12

− pe21 log
pe21
pe22

(34)

4.3 Multi-class Classification
In this section, we extend the above efficient feature
selection method for multi-class classification prob-
lems. Considering an N -class classification problem,
the r most discriminative features B∗r are selected by
maximizing the JMH-divergence, which are given by

B∗r = arg max
Sr⊂B,|Sr|=r

JMH(P1, P2, · · · , PN |Sr)

= arg max
Sr⊂B,|Sr|=r

N∑
i=1

KL(Pi, P̄i|Sr) (35)

where JMH(P1, P2, · · · , PN |Sr) is the JMH-
divergence defined in Eq. (21) with the feature
subset Sr. Note that each KL-divergence indicates
the discriminative capacity of one binary classifier
to distinguish the samples in one class Pi from the
samples in all remaining classes P̄i, and thus the
JMH-divergence is able to measure the difficulty and

Algorithm 3: An Efficient Feature Selection Algo-
rithm Based on the Maximum JMH-Divergence for
N -class Classification
INPUT:
• The estimated probabilities of M features:

θc = [p1c, p2c, · · · , pMc], c = 1, 2, · · · , N ;
• The prior probabilities of N classes:
p1, p2, · · · , pN ;

ALGORITHM:
for i = 1 : M do

1. Form two variables: xi and x̄i, and denote
Pic as the class distribution, c = 1, 2, · · · , N ;
for c = 1 : N do

2. Form two distributions: Pic and P̄ic,
where P̄ic is the one grouping all
remaining N − 1 classes;
3. Calculate KL-divergence KL(Pic, P̄ic)
between Pic and P̄ic;

end
4. Calculate the JMH-divergence
JMHi =

∑N
c=1KL(Pic, P̄ic) as the score for

the i-th feature;
end
5. Sort the feature scores in a descend way:
JMHe1 > JMHe2 > · · · > JMHeM .
OUTPUT:
• A ranked feature index set: E = {e1, e2, · · · , eM}.

capacity of discriminating the samples among all
classes.

The efficient feature selection method for an N -class
classification problem based on the maximum JMH-
divergence is presented in Algorithm 3. The value of
JMH-divergence is used as the score for each feature.
Sorting the feature scores in a descend way, we output
a ranked feature index set E = {e1, e2, · · · , eM} for
multi-class classification. The computational complex-
ity of this algorithm is O(MN).

4.4 Feature Selection Based on χ2 Statistics

The KL-divergence measure KL(P1, P2) is also known
as the minimum discrimination information between
the probability distributions P1 and P2. Suppose that
we have a random sample of l observations (e.g.,
a document with length l), and we try to test a
null hypothesis H2, the observation is drawn from
class 2 with the distribution P2, against an alternative
hypothesis H1, the observation is drawn from class 1
with the distribution P1. The minimum discrimination
statistic [30] in favor of H1 against H2 is defined as

D(P̂1, P2) = P̂1 log
P̂1

P2
(36)

where P̂1 is the estimate of P1 from the given observa-
tions and P2 is assumed to be known. We may reject
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the null hypothesis H2 and accept the alternative hy-
pothesis H1 if the value of statistic D(P̂1, P2) exceeds a
predetermined threshold. Asymptotically, the statistic
2D(P̂1, P2) under the null hypothesis H2 satisfies a
central Chi-squared distribution χ2

M−1 with M − 1
degrees of freedom, and satisfies a non-central Chi-
squared distribution χ2

M−1(ν) under the alternative
hypothesis H1. The noncentrality parameter νD is
given by

νD(P̂1, P2) = l
M∑
i=1

(p̂i1 − pi2)2

pi2
(37)

where p̂i1 is the estimate of pi1 under H1 using the
MLE method from the given observations. Asymptot-
ically, the J-divergence J (P̂1, P2) is the sum of two χ2

distributions. We have

νJ(P̂1, P2) =
l

2

M∑
i=1

(p̂i1 − pi2)2

pi2
+
l

2

M∑
i=1

(p̂i1 − pi2)2

p̂i1

(38)

where the former one is known as the Pearson’s χ2

and the latter one is also known as the Neyman’s χ2

[30].
Thus, one can see that the noncentrality parameter

νJ would also be a good sign to indicate the discrim-
inative capacity of discriminating between H1 and
H2. Therefore, we can further select the features by
maximizing the noncentrality parameter νJ for binary
classification. Under the assumption that the number
of samples in training data set goes infinity, we use
the estimation of pi1 and pi2 for i = 1, 2, · · · ,M from
training data in Eq. (38). For a multi-class classifi-
cation problem, unlike Algorithm 3, each feature is
assigned with a score CHIi =

∑N
c=1 ν(Pic, P̄ic) which

is the sum of N noncentrality parameters in their
χ2 distributions, and the ranked feature index set
S = {e1, e2, · · · , eM} is produced by sorting the scores:

CHIe1 > CHIe2 > · · · > CHIeM (39)

We need to note here that the feature selection
approach based upon the Chi-squared statistic in Eq.
(39) should be equivalent to the approach in Algo-
rithm 3 if there are infinite training documents. When
the assumption of large numbers is not satisfied, the
features selected by Eq. (39) may lose some discrim-
inative capacity. As we demonstrated through exten-
sive experiments, the discrimination performance of
the Chi-squared statistic is usually bounded by the
approach in Algorithm 3. However, we sometimes
also observe that the Chi-squared statistic performs
better for some real-life text data sets. Therefore, in
practice, we would like to recommend the use of both
approaches because of their simplicity, efficiency and
improved discrimination performance.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

5.1 Real-Life Data Sets

For our experiments,1 we test our proposed feature
selection approaches on three benchmarks that have
been prepared by Deng et al. [37] [38] for text catego-
rization: 20-NEWSGROUPS, REUTERS, and TOPIC DE-
TECTION AND TRACKING (TDT2). These three bench-
marks have been widely used in literature for perfor-
mance evaluation. The 20-NEWSGROUPS benchmark
consists of about 20, 000 documents collected from the
postings of 20 different online newsgroups or topics.

The REUTERS originally contains 21, 578 documents
with 135 topics, but some documents belong to multi-
ple topics. For our experiments, we use the ModApte
version of the Reuters by removing those docu-
ments with multiple labels. This version consists of
8, 293 documents in 65 topics. Following the work
in [20], we form three data sets, named REUTERS-10,
REUTERS-20 and REUTERS-30, consisting of the doc-
uments of the first 10, 20 and 30 topics, respectively.

The TDT2 benchmark consists of 11, 201 documents
taken from two newswires (AP WorldStream and
New York Times Newservice), two radio programs
(PRI The World and VOA World News) and two
television programs (CNN Headline News and ABC
World News Tonight). Also, those documents that be-
long two or more topics have been removed. Because
of the extremely imbalanced data for some categories,
we only use the first 10 topics with the largest data
size as our data set.

For all these data sets used in our experiments,
we ignore those words in a stoplist, and discard
those words that appear in less than 2 documents
or messages in our preprocessing stage. For all data
sets except TDT2, we perform classification on the
officially split training and testing data sets. For the
TDT2, we use 10-fold cross validation for performance
evaluation, and the reported results are averaged over
10 runs.

5.2 Performance Evaluation Metrics

We use the following metrics to evaluate the clas-
sification performance: accuracy, precision, recall, and
F1 measure. The accuracy metric is widely used in
machine learning fields, which indicates the overall
classification performance. The precision is the per-
centage of documents that are correctly classified as
positive out of all the documents that are classified as
positive, and the recall is the percentage of documents
that are correctly classified as positive out of all the
documents that are actually positive. The metrics of

1. We also verify the effectiveness of the proposed approaches
for synthetic data sets. The detailed simulation results and analysis
are given in our Supplemental Material.
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precision and recall are defined as

Precision =
TP

TP + FP

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(40)

where TP denotes the number of true positive, FP
denotes the number of false positive, and FN denotes
the number of false negative. These two metrics have
an inverse relationship between each other. In other
words, increasing the precision is at the cost of reduc-
ing the recall, and vice versa. Among those measures
that attempt to combine precision and recall as one
single measure, the F1 measure is one of the most
popular, which is defined by

F1 =
2× Precision× Recall

Precision + Recall
(41)

The metrics of precision, recall and F1 measure are
originally defined for binary class. For multi-class
classification, we follow several other studies [1] [20]
[39] [40], in which binary classifiers are built for each
individual class and a global F1 measure is obtained
by averaging the F1 measure of each class weighted
by the class prior.

5.3 Results

We compare our two efficient feature selection ap-
proaches: the maximum discrimination termed MD
and its asymptotic χ2 statistic termed MD-χ2, with
the state-of-the-art feature ranking methods, includ-
ing document frequency (DF), expected cross entropy
for text (CET), χ2 statistic and GSS. We carry out
experiments on these three benchmarks when naive
Bayes and SVM are used as classifiers. To compare the
performance of these feature selection methods, we
evaluate the classification accuracy and the F1 mea-
sure metric of these classifiers with different number
of features ranging from 10 to 2, 000.

Fig. 1: An accuracy comparison of feature selection
methods on the 20-NEWSGROUPS with 20 topics for
naive Bayes.

We first test these feature selection approaches
when naive Bayes is used as the classifier. Fig. 1 shows
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Fig. 2: Performance comparisons of feature selection
methods on the ALT-COMP data set: (a) accuracy, (b)
F1 measure, when naive Bayes is used as the classifier.

the results on the 20-NEWSGROUPS data set. It can be
shown that the performance is improved when more
features are selected. The proposed two approaches
commonly perform better than others. As one can see
in the zoomed-in figure, the proposed MD method
performs better than the others. The DF method is the
worst one for this data set. We further show the results
in Fig. 2 on the data set of ALT-COMP that is a subset
of 20-NEWSGROUPS with the categories alt.* and the
categories comp.*. For this data set, the MD-χ2 is the
best one among all others. The comparison of the F1
measure on ALT-COMP is given in Fig. 2(b) and shows
that the proposed MD and its asymptotic χ2 statistic
are the best two approaches. Comparing the results
in 1 and Fig. 2, there is a significant difference on
the performance behavior, although the ALT-COMP is a
subset of 20-NEWSGROUPS. For example, the accuracy
of the 20-NEWSGROUPS data set is even lower than
20% when a small subset of features are selected,
while the accuracy of the ALT-COMP data set is higher
than 80%. This might indicate a diverse feature char-
acteristic of the 20-NEWSGROUPS data set. In the 20-
NEWSGROUPS data set, some topics belong to the
same category and are very closely related to each
other, e.g., rec.sport.baseball and rec.sport.hockey,
comp.sys.mac.hardware and comp.sys.ibm.hardware,
etc. We also notice that the MD-χ2 method performs
better than MD method in Fig. 2, which might not
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Fig. 3: The results of accuracy and F1 measure on the data sets of (a). REUTERS-10, (b). REUTERS-20, and (c).
REUTERS-30, when naive Bayes is used as the classifier.

be always true for other data sets since the MD-
χ2 method is based on the asymptotic distribution
of the statistic used in MD method. One possible
explanation is that the correlation among some words
holds more discriminative information, while the MD
method assumes words are independent to each other.
However, the asymptotic distribution may still hold
because of the law of large number. The theoretical
supports to determine which method performs better
need further study.

Fig. 3 shows the comparison results on three
data sets in REUTERS: REUTERS-10, REUTERS-20, and
REUTERS-30. It can be shown that our proposed two
approaches with the first 200 selected features can
achieve the similar performance as other four exist-
ing approaches with the first 1000 selected features.
Moreover, as seen in Fig. 3 (a), (b) and (c), the perfor-
mance improvement of the proposed two approaches

is increased in comparison with other methods, when
more categories are considered.

Fig. 4 shows results of the data set of TDT2. As the
classification tasks on this data set are performed with
the scheme of 10-fold cross validation, all the results
in Fig. 4 are averaged across 10 runs. As shown in
Fig. 4(a), the proposed MD and MD-χ2 outperform
all the others with respect to the metric of accuracy. It
is interesting to notice that, when the first 100 features
are selected, the MD obtains the accuracy of 96.46%,
and the MD-χ2 has 95.76%. For other methods, such
as GSS and χ2, the first 1000 features need to be
selected to achieve the same classification accuracy.
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Fig. 5: The results of accuracy and F1 measure on the data sets of (a). REUTERS-10, (b). REUTERS-20, and (c).
REUTERS-30, when SVM is used as the classifier.
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Fig. 6: JMH-divergence with different number of fea-
tures selected by CET , DF , GSS, χ2, and our pro-
posed MD and MDχ2 for the data set of REUTERS-20,
when SVM is used as the classifier.

We also test our proposed feature selection ap-
proaches compared with the previously existing fea-

ture selection methods, when SVM is used as classifier
for text categorization. Fig. 5 shows the classifica-
tion results on three REUTERS data sets for SVM,
in which the performance improvement of our pro-
posed two approaches can be also seen. It shows
that our proposed two approaches perform at least
as well as previously existing methods at a very
small feature size, and are consistently better when
the feature size increases. Particularly, in Fig. 6, we
show the JMH-divergence with different number of
features that are selected by different feature selection
methods for the data set of REUTERS-20, when SVM
is used as the classifier. Notice that, since the JMH-
divergence reflects the discriminative information of
features for classification, the results in Fig. 6 can
somehow explain the classification performance in
accuracy as shown in Fig. 5 (b-1). Moreover, in Fig.
6, the JMH-divergence of our proposed MD method
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Fig. 4: Performance comparisons of feature selection
methods on the TDT2 data set: (a) accuracy, (b) F1
measure, when naive Bayes is used as the classifier.

is monotonically increasing when more features are
selected, which can be guaranteed by Theorem 1.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

We have introduced new feature selection approaches
based on the information measures for naive Bayes
classifiers, aiming to select the features that offer the
maximum discriminative capacity for text classifica-
tion. We have also derived the asymptotic distribu-
tions of these measures, which leads to the other
version of the Chi-square statistic approach for feature
selection. Compared with the existing feature selec-
tion approaches that rank the features by only explor-
ing the intrinsic characteristics of data without con-
sidering the learning algorithm for classification, our
proposed approaches involve the learning model in
the feature filtering process, which provides us a the-
oretical way to analyze the optimality of the selected
features. The experiments we have conducted on sev-
eral benchmarks have demonstrated their promising
performance improvement compared with the previ-
ously existing feature selection approaches.

For future work, we will analyze the feature de-
pendence and develop feature selection algorithms by
weighting each individual features [41] [42], aiming
to maximize the discriminative capacity. Furthermore,
we will incorporate our feature selection approaches
into other advanced machine learning algorithms

such as imbalanced learning [43] [44] and partial
learning model [45] [46] to enhance the learning for
rare categories.
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